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 Log onto Google Classroom and have a look at the assigned work! Don’t forget to 

hand in your work so that your teachers can see it! Remember your login is 

glued into your reading record!  

 To do this Google: Google Classroom and log in 

 Top Tip: You will need to put in your entire email address and not just the 

username like we do on the chrome books in school! For example: 

username@northbeckton.newham.sch.uk   

 Once you login in you should be able to access assigned work for Year 5 and if 

you need to you can comment and we will be able to reply.  

 Complete the activities based on time! There is a different activity 

every day to complete. Follow the instructions for each one!  

 Go onto TT Rockstars for 10 minutes every day!  

 Did you complete all of the times tables activities from last week? 

 As always, there are extra maths challenges available throughout the week! 

Keep your eyes peeled!  

 

 

 This week’s writing task is to create a balanced argument based on 

deforestation. All of this we have learnt this year already, but if you are 

struggling you can use BBC Bitesize to recap!  

 The reading activity is based on a diary entry in the rainforest. There are 

four different activities based on four different skills. You can complete an 

activity every day if you wish- or all at once!  

 Remember to read for at least 15 minutes every day and to update your 

reading records.  

 Complete the handwriting activities  

 

 Had we of been in school, this week our topics would have changed! This 

term our new topic is South America and we will be setting different 

activities for you to try at home!  

 This week we have been focusing on the rainforest in our reading and 

writing activities. Follow the PowerPoint presentation and create a 

poster to show the different layers of the rainforest. 

 Food tasting – We have put together some fun recipes you could try at 

home based on South American food (if you want to!) Some really easy 

ones such as hot chocolate and some more tricky ones to try if you 

wish! 

 For Science find a photo of yourself as a baby and one now. Can you 

notice any similarities and differences?  

 Time for Us and RE – mindfulness and thankfulness activities. Follow 

the instructions on the word document.  


